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PRESENTATION
The Programa Territórios Sustentáveis
(Sustainable Territories Program) believes
that it is possible to ensure that the people in
the Amazonian region have fair development
conditions and opportunities for a better life,
respecting the features of each community.
Nowadays, the Program acts in the Amazonian
region in the Western Pará state, known as
Calha Norte. Oriximiná, Terra Santa, and Faro
municipalities deal with growing economic,
social, and political inequality situations and
a scenario of complex interactions. In such
context, three social organizations - Imazon,
Ecam, and Agenda Pública - have been
united to think about integrated strategies
that could collaborate with the sustainable
territorial development, reinforcing the local
populations and the public authority of the
municipalities. By acting systemically, it is
expected to contribute with the reduction in
the region’s economic dependence referring
to the bauxite mining activities in medium
term. Programa Territórios Sustentáveis acts
in an integrated manner in five axes: Public
Management, Social Capital, Quilombola,
Economic Development, and Environment.
These axes were identified as a priority based
on the diagnoses performed in the territory
and guide the work of the three organizations
for the next 15 years. The Program was built
as a model that can be implemented in several
territories in Amazonia that face similar
challenges.
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LIABILITIES OF THE FIVE AXES:
PUBLIC
MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL CAPITAL

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

Support to the municipal public management by
creating collaborative arrangements that contribute to
the implantation of more efficient public policies, so
increasing the population access to quality public services

Support to the communities and leaders in their
organizations, intending to improve their participation
in council meetings and conferences. The objective is to
help the population to enforce its rights and duties

Support to the economy development and improvement
by developed production chains (such as Brazilian nuts,
copaiba, fishery, furniture manufacturing, timber, animal
husbandry, agriculture, tourism) and potentials in each
municipality, considering the conservation of protected
areas and the preservation of traditional cultures

Direct support to the environment secretariats in order
to ensure conservation, licenses for new activities in the
municipalities, and the Rural Environmental Register (CAR)

Support to the Quilombola communities in their
organization. The objective is to reinforce their
organizations, governance, and communitarian
management, so promoting planning workshops, training,
meetings, and reunions that enhance the acting of their
organizations in the process of relationship with other
actors in the region and in their communitarian planning.
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WHERE WE ACT
RORAIMA
AMAPÁ

AMAZONAS

PARÁ

ACRE
TOCANTINS
RONDÔNIA

We indirectly act with the
population of Oriximiná, Faro,
and Terra Santa, totaling

96,344

inhabitants.
We directly act with:

• public managers and civil servants;
• municipal counselors;
• associations and other popular
participation spaces;
• Quilombola communities;
• riparian communities; and
• economic agents (farmers, extractivists,

livestock farmers, entrepreneurs, among others).
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ORIXIMINÁ
TERRITORY:

107,603 km

2

POPULATION:

71,078
inhabitants

General Legend
Municipal limit
Katxuyana-Tunayana TI in creation
Full protection UC
Sustainable use UC
Indigenous land
Quilombola territory

TERRA
SANTA

TERRITORY:

1,896 km

2

POPULATION:

18,257
inhabitants

FARO

TERRITORY:

11,770 km

2

POPULATION:

7,009
inhabitants

BRAZIL
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BIG NUMBERS

400

Monthly presence of
the technical team in
the territories

3

leaders directly involved public managers, counselors,
and civil society leaders

1600
10
3

Reviewed
Director Plans

2

hours in
the field

consultants (nationallyrenowned specialists) in
the actions of the Public
Management Axis
regional formations,
enabling the physical
presence of civil servants
in the same environment
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sanitation plans
under construction

persons represented by 112 entities,
corresponding to a total of 23% of the
population of the 3 municipalities

approved communitarian
projects, among the 20 projects
that were supported. We have
an office in STM, giving support
to 3 local offices and the local
team of 21 technicians and
consultants (including 5 interns
and 3 Quilombolas)

36

reformulated Tax
Code

22,000

5

workshops and trainings performed
in distinctive areas, including
among them: project elaboration,
accountability, gender, planning, and
review of statutes and bylaws

2

1

consolidated
municipal
Strategical
Plannings

100

associations and 26 municipal
councils evaluated by 20
institutional reinforcement
indicators

16%
48%

was the variation
in the increase in
the formalization
of associations
between 2015 and
2017

30

stingless honeybee boxes
installed in Faro

37

Plano de
negócios
castanha de
Oriximiná

actions and 628
participants

Diagnosis of the
familiar agriculture
demand in Oriximiná

Tourism Plan in
Oriximiná and
Faro

80 34

Support to the reception of
vehicles and PMV equipment
in Terra Santa and Oriximiná
municipalities

38

trained
municipal
environmental
counselors

plans for use of
resources, social benefit,
and forestal assignment
elaborated

tourists
visited
Faro

Plan for urban
sanitation for Faro
and Oriximiná

actions and 323
participants

35

59

accredited
Communitarian
Environmental Agents

producers
registered in
Origens Brasil

70

royalty-use
plans for forestal
assignment
elaborated

guides accredited
to receive tourists
in Faro and
Oriximiná

Communitarian
Center for
tourism in Faro

14

farms with sustainable
animal husbandry
techniques

30

environmental technicians
trained in CAR, LAR, and
geoprocessing

80

Diagnoses of the
Director Plans of
Oriximiná, Faro,
and Terra Santa

3/8

30

kilograms of copaiba
commercialized by
Origens Brasil

3

500

inventoried
copaiba trees

100

rural
environmental
registers delivered
in Terra Santa

Municipal environmental
council and fund created in
Terra Santa
Partnership of Calha Norte municipalities
under implementation

893,037

hectares of covered area,
corresponding to 4,500
persons, 9 associations,
and 8 territories

life plans performed and 100%
of the associations regularized
with assistance. Agreed
Fund structure and chosen
managing institution

29

activities performed in distinctive
areas just in 2017, including among
such areas: training, assistance, and
structuration
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RESULTS
The measurement of the social capital
axis interviewed 112 entities and councils
by the end of 2017 and beginning of 2018,
representing a public of more than 20
thousand persons in the three municipalities.

Among the 16 goals, 13 were achieved,
2 present results below what was expected,
and 1 could not be measured (it needs to be
reviewed), as it can be seen in the table.

2015 LB

2017 Goal

2017 Measured

The associations have transparent mechanisms
and strategies to publicize financial reports

2%

15%

41%

The associations have a strategical plan

0%

15%

47%

Councils with regular and high inspection power

22%

25%

47%

The associations have high female participation

41%

45%

61%

Associations with updated registered statutes
with bylaws

8%

20%

33%

% of participations by rural communities

0%

15%

28%

% of associations that participate in the Councils

40%

45%

56%

Participations of youngsters in the Councils

0%

10%

17%

% of associations with a main resource source:
non-repayable projects

14%

15%

18%

Associations with opened accounts working

30%

35%

36%

Associations with regular documentation

54%

60%

60%

Participation of youngsters in the Director Board

-

20%

20%

Associations with approved and ongoing projects

2%

5%

5%

Power of inspection of public policies

5%

25%

22%

17%

20%

19%

10%

20%

Not measured

The municipal councils play a great influence on
the public policies
Associations with 70% of partners up to date
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REINFORCEMENT OF ASSOCIATIONS

50

48%

2015

2017

40
30
20

16%

18
%
14%

10
0

Formalization

Resource Source: Projects

REINFORCEMENT OF COUNCILS

50

47%

2015

2017

41%

40
30

22%

20

18%

10
0

Inspection Power:
Regular/Good

Influence on Public Policies:
Reasonable/Great
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RESULTS
PERCEPTIONS OF THE LOCAL ACTORS ABOUT THE
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PTS ACTIONS TO IMPROVE
THE MUNICIPAL PUBLIC MANAGEMENT

8
Municipal
Strategic Plan

ACTIONS
DIRECTLY
RELATED
TO PUBLIC
MANAGEMENT

Review of
Municipal
Director Plan
Skill
Development
Tax Code
Review

Support for the Forest Assignment
Plan (Terra Santa and Oriximiná)

Sanitation Plan

Low
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Medium

High

Unknown

MUNICIPAL
DIRECTOR PLANS
• 3 director plans reviewed in the
term stipulated by the Pará State
Government.
• Participation of 450 leaders in
Oriximiná and 250 leaders in Faro.
• Visits to more than 10 riparian
communities to collect subsidies for the
plans.
• Oriximiná is the first municipality in
Western Pará state to

SKILL
DEVELOPMENT
• Holding of the Regional Meeting of
Municipal Councils on Child and
Teenager Rights, with 58 participants
and 16 hours of experience exchange
with the counselors.
• Technical meeting to assess the process
of Review of the Director Plan of
Oriximiná, with 45 participants.
• Technical meetings with 3 nationally
renowned specialists to support
the municipalities in building
the municipal sanitation plans.
Specialized technical support/180 hours
of information collection in the field for
the Diagnosis for Sanitation Plans.
• Lectures about improvement in
public services for managers, public
administration technicians, and social
leaders, with participation of 70 persons.
• Forty hours of Training in Public
Tender and Procurement - structured
from the local demands - for the bidding
commissions of Oriximiná, Terra Santa,
and Faro.
• Twenty-four hours of Training in
Tax Management for the team of the
Treasury Secretariat of Terra Santa.

TAX CODE REVIEW ORIXIMINÁ
• 7 months of permanent technical
support to the teams of Oriximiná city
government.
• 3 meetings with representatives from
the City Council, in order to present and
validate the alterations in the Code, so
ensuring the law approval in a record time.
• 80 hours of consultancy on Tax Law
hired by PTS.
• Monthly presence of a PTS technician
in work meetings with the local civil
servants.
• Prediction of 11% of increase in the
municipal tax revenues once the new
Code is implanted.

STRATEGICAL
PLANNING
• Two municipal Strategical Plannings
elaborated in 2017, with participation of
100% of the government secretaries.
• Elaboration of roadmaps with a future
vision for 2030.
• Four priority subjects for the
government and respective priority
projects defined for each area (health,
education, social assistance...),
supporting the planning of public
policies.
• Such elaboration enables the Programa
Territórios Sustentáveis to set a joint
planning with the persons involved in
their activities and a “collective doing”,
which starts in the conception.

Yearbook Sustainable Territories
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RESULTS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
 Diagnosis of animal husbandry in
Oriximiná
 Exchange of livestock farmers with
Paragominas
 14 farms implementing - Sustainable
Animal Husbandry - 10 thousand
hectares
COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM
 2 pilots of community-based tourism
- Português (Faro) and Tapagem
(Oriximiná)
 Building of the Communitarian Center
in Faro
 Plan of Public Use of the Fleet of Faro
 Municipal Tourism Plan for Oriximiná
 Training in community-based tourism 70 guides
 Training: good practices in food
handling; amateur skipper; trail guides;
first aid and survival in the forest
 Implementation of meliponiculture - 30
boxes
 Exchange of communitarians with
Resex Tapajós Arapiuns
 80 tourists visited the Português
community (Faro) - R$ 25 thousand
directly to the community
 Initiative presentation in the IX Brazilian
Congress of Conservation Units
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NON-TIMBER
 Business plan for the Brazilian nut in
Cachoeira Porteira
 Copaiba inventory in Faro
 Good practices in the copaiba extraction
in Faro
 Register and technical support with
Origens Brasil
FORESTAL ASSIGNMENT
 33 plans for using the social benefit of
forestal assignment elaborated in Oriximiná
 1 plan for using the social benefit of
forestal assignment elaborated in Faro
 3 plans for using royalties of forestal
assignment elaborated for Faro,
Oriximiná, and Terra Santa - Faro
received R$ 674,487.82
FURNITURE MANUFACTURING
 Diagnosis of the furniture
manufacturing sector
 Furniture manufacturing district
adequate for the zoning in the Director
Plan - Terra Santa and Oriximiná
 Training in furniture manufacturing
licensing
FAMILIAR AGRICULTURE
 Diagnosis of the demand for familiar
agriculture in Porto Trombetas
 Diagnosis to purchase school lunch
 Implementation of pilots in Agroforestal
Systems

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
REINFORCEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
MUNICIPAL SECRETARIATS
 30 environmental technicians trained
in CAR, LAR, and Geoprocessing of 9
municipalities in Calha Norte
 Initiative of creating a partnership of
environmental municipal secretariats in
Calha Norte
PROGRAMA MUNICÍPIOS VERDES/
SUSTENTÁVEIS (GREEN/SUSTAINABLE
MUNICIPALITIES PROGRAM)
 Support for participation of secretaries
in the PMV Committee
 Support for reception of vehicles and
equipment from the PMV - Faro and
Oriximiná
 Elaboration of the Rural Environmental
Register and training of technicians to
elaborate CAR

ENVIRONMENTAL MUNICIPAL
COUNCILS
 Creation of environmental municipal
council and fund in Terra Santa
 Training of 38 counselors: Council
Function; Forestal Assignment;
Protected Areas; Green ICMS
SANITATION
 Elaboration of diagnoses and workshops
for the Municipal Sanitation Plan of
Oriximiná, Faro, and Terra Santa
COMMUNITARIAN ENVIRONMENTAL
AGENTS
 59 accredited Communitarian
Environmental Agents: 26 in Faro; 33 in
Oriximiná
 Work plans under elaboration

CAR
Result

Indicator

2017 Goal

CAR higher
than 80%

% CAR

70%

LB

2017 Result

Faro
50,76%
Terra Santa
49,92%
Oriximiná
55,47%

Faro
81,14%
Terra Santa
56,01%
Oriximiná
69,62%

Monthly deforestation monitoring
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ACCOUNTABILITY
2016

• Social Capital

36

There were a total of
activities, totaling a value of

859,411.56 reais in
2017.

• Quilombola

29

There were a total of
activities, totaling a value of

769,467.02 reais in
2017.
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Value
Column
Sum
Labels
Line
Social
Quilombolas General Total
Labels
Capital (R$)
(R$)
(R$)
Communication
27,890.85
27,105.74
54,996.59
Consultant
124,270.93
86,031.90
210,302.83
Fixed costs
12,680.78
12,813.46
25,494.24
Internet
258.00
29,690.86
29,948.86
Logistics
227,996.80
346,661.86
574,658.66
Wages
270,109.14
270,109.14
540,218.28
Service
4,882.76
4,882.76
General Total
663,206.50 777,295.72 1,440,502.22

2017
Value
Column
Sum
Labels
Line
Social
Quilombolas General Total
Labels
Capital (R$)
(R$)
(R$)
Consultant
272,795.81
148,346.16
421,141.97
Fixed costs
54,841.05
38,451.41
93,292.46
Intern
7,086.30
18,406.15
25,492.45
Internet
14,732.64
56,925.42
71,658.06
Wages
271,212.90
190,369.82
461,582.72
Communication
51,999.95
74,316.50
126,316.45
Logistics
186,742.91
242,651.56
429,394.47
General Total
859,411.56 769,467.02 1,628,878.58

PTS - 2016/2017
Human Resources
Public Finance
Social Capital Reinforcement
Operational Expenses
Logistics
Communication and Governance
Taxes (2% ISS + 7.6% COFINS)
General Total

Budgeted Total (R$) Performed Total (R$)
167,640.00
165,335.47
126,000.00
141,562.58
28,000.00
22,726.78
145,100.00
140,814.23
68,900.00
72,661.88
40,208.00
27,020.84
61,152.00
61,152.00
637,000.00
631,273.78

PTS - 2017/2018
Logistics for Performing Activities
Meetings, Workshops, and Reunions to Develop
Activities
Operational Expenses and Human Resources
Taxes (2% ISS + 7.6% COFINS)
General Total

Budgeted Total (R$) Performed Total (R$)
97,985.40
96,455.38
107,886.10

106,206.00

397,186.00
64,041.50
667,099.00

398,198.00
64,041.50
664,900.88

2015 - 2016
Expenses
Human Resources
Service Provision - Legal Person
Logistics
Taxes
TOTAL

MRN
MOORE FOUNDATION
35,746.88
116,516.18
143,390.67
5,753.92
391,262.45
129,895.00
49,600.00
620,000.00
252,165.10

TOTAL
152,263.06
149,144.59
521,157.45

MRN
24,494.45
364,366.70
494,338.85
76,800.00
960,000.00

AMAZONIA FUND
120,852.25
15,300.00
51,576.55

TOTAL
145,346.70
379,666.70
545,915.40

187,728.80

1,147,728.80

MRN
24,118.37
236,226.13
358,996.48
53,815.94
673,156.92

AMAZONIA FUND
249,153.06
37,795.81
59,170.00

TOTAL
273,271.43
274,021.94
418,166.48
53,815.94
1,019,275.79

872,165.10

2016 - 2017
Expenses
Human Resources
Service Provision - Legal Person
Logistics
Taxes
TOTAL
2017 - 2018
Expenses
Human Resources
Service Provision - Legal Person
Logistics
Taxes
TOTAL

346,118.87
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
2015
• Start of PTS: agreements and
diagnoses
• Launch of SDG

2016 /
2030
• PTS: Implementation of
agendas and periodical
evaluation and monitoring
• SDG: 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) and
their 169 objectives, as well as a
section about implementation
means and global partnerships,
besides a schedule for follow-up
and review

2030
• PTS: Integrated territorial
management, and diversified
economy with effective social
participation
• SDG: These goals are integrated
and indivisible, and blend the
three sustainable development
dimensions in a balanced
manner: economic, social, and
environmental ones. These goals
must be achieved until 2030

An integrated management strategy, reuniting
a territorial, inclusive, and sustainable
development ant the interests of the private
sector and considering the preservation
of traditional cultures and environmental
conservation. A management model that can be
reproduced in other Amazonian regions.
| 18 | Yearbook Sustainable Territories

16 considered

goals; Incidence in
59 objectives;

Goal not considered by PTS: SDG 9 Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure;
SGD 9: Company Acting;

Yearbook Sustainable Territories
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LONG PLAN
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PUBLIC
MANAGEMENT
FRONT

DETAILING

2020
VISION

ROADMAP
TITLE

A.1

A.3

A.4

Formulation of Public Policies

Quality in Public Finance

Open Government

A.1.1

A.3.1

A.4.1

Service Charters

Tax Code

Transparency Policy

Elaboration of service charters
and attendance protocols
for the 3 municipalities in
the territory in the health,
agriculture, and sanitation
areas

Review of the Tax Code of
the 3 municipalities in the
territory, focusing on service
formalization and increase in
the tax revenues by the city
government

Development of policy and
implantation of social control
mechanisms by the population
of the 3 municipalities in the
territory

• Constitution of a workgroup

• Review of Tax Code

• Work plans for transparency

• Production of a service
charter

• Work plan for implantation/
adequacies of the Tax Code

• Implantation of pilot
transparency experiences

• Launch of service charters

• Monitoring of the work plan
for implantation/ adequacies
of the Tax Code

• Systematization of the
transparency experiences

• Handbook for
implementation of control
mechanisms

• Monitoring of the work plan
for implantation/ adequacies
of the Tax Code

• Publicizing meetings

• Systematization of the Tax
Code

Yearbook Sustainable Territories
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
FRONT

DETAILING

2020
VISION

ROADMAP
TITLE

B.1

B.1

B.1

B.2

B.2

B.3

Institutional
Reinforcement
and Sustainability

Institutional
Reinforcement and
Sustainability

Institutional
Reinforcement and
Sustainability

Entrepreneurialism
and Participation

Entrepreneurialism
and Participation

Council
Management

B.1.1

B.1.2

B.1.3

B.2.1

B.2.2

B.3.1

Juridical, Tax,
Fiscal, and
Documental
Regularization

Fund-Raising

Selective
Collection
Program

Communication
Tools

Network
Articulation

Fund-Raising

Development
of the ability
of institutional
communication
and mobilization to
100 communitarian
associations
distributed by the
territory

Structuration and
dynamization of
2 intersectoral
networks to defend
rights in the
territory

Institutional
reinforcement
and documental
and fiscal
regularization
for 3 municipal
councils
distributed by the
territory

Institutional
reinforcement
and documental
and fiscal
regularization
for 100
communitarian
associations
distributed by the
territory

Development of the
ability of moving
funds to 100
communitarian
associations
distributed by the
territory

• Registration of
associates

• Fund-raising
plans

• Planning (action
plans)

• Production of
communication
materials
(texts, videos,
and internet
homepages)

• Network
formation
(women,
youngsters, etc)

• Notarial
documentation

• Juridical
regularization

• Fund-raising
projects

• Market study

• Associations
with effective
communication
tools

• Conduction of
campaigns or
collective actions

• Planning

• Juridical,
fiscal, and tax
regularization
for fund-raising

• Collective
funding

• Management tools

• Financial
transparency

• Project
management
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• Management of
municipal funds

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

FRONT

DETAILING

2020
VISION

ROADMAP
TITLE

C.1

C.2

C.2

C.3

C.4

C.5

Timber
Products

Non-Timber
Products

Non-Timber Products

Community-Based
Tourism

Familiar Agriculture

Sustainable
Animal
Husbandry

C.1.1

C.2.1

C.2.2

C.3.1

C.4.1

C.5.1

Furniture
Manufacturing

Brazilian Nut

Copaiba

Ecotourism

School Lunch

Sustainable
Animal
Husbandry

Structuration
of a furniture
manufacturing
district in Oriximiná
for producing
furniture from the
wood from forestal
assignment

Reinforcement and
training for the
Brazilian nut chain in
the territory

Reinforcement and
training for the
copaiba chain in the
territory

Structuration of
the ecotourism
chain, operated
by the dwellers
in the territory
communities

PNAE Effectuation
in the three
municipalities
in the territory,
with local farmers
supplying products
for the school
lunch in the
municipalities

Implantation of
an experience
of sustainable
animal husbandry
in at least xx
farms, distributed
by the three
municipalities in
the territory

• Area destination

• Business plan

• Inventory

• Plan for public
use

• Bottleneck
diagnosis

• Diagnosis
of animal
husbandry in
Oriximiná

• Social organization • Registration in
Origens do Brasil

• Copaiba
management plan

• Operator
training

• SAF pilot

• Pilot
implantation

• Business plan

• Chain study

• Technical training

• Pilot experience
in communitybased
ecotourism

• UBA
implantation

• Workforce
training

• Technical training

• Business modeling

• Origens do Brasil

• Scale experience
in communitybased
ecotourism

• Procurement
notices for local
food

• Pilot II
implantation

• Furniture
manufacturing
district

• Governance
implantation

• Development of
communication in
the enterprise

• Effectuation
of public
procurements

• Socioeconomic
improvement of
employees

• Purchase of raw
materials

• Commercialization

• Commercialization

• Certifications
• Commercialization

Yearbook Sustainable Territories
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ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

FRONT

DETAILING

2020
VISION

ROADMAP
TITLE

D.1

D.2

D.3

D.4

D.5

D.6

SEMMAS
Reinforcement

Programa
Municípios Verdes
e Sustentáveis
(PMV)

Structuration of
Councils and Funds

Sanitation and
Director Plans

Forestal
Assignment

Front of
Environmental
Agents

D.1.1

D.2.1

D.3.1

D.4.1

D.5.1

D.6.1

PMV

Environmental
Councils

Sanitation Plan

Forestal
Assignment

Environmental
Agents

SEMMAS
Reinforcement
Development
of abilities for
environmental
licensing in
the municipal
secretariats in the
three municipalities
in the territory

Implantation of
the Programa
Municípios Verdes
in the three
municipalities
in the territory,
so ensuring the
achievement of
deforestation
control objectives
and the elaboration
of the rural
environmental
register of the
premises

Institutional
reinforcement and
documental and
fiscal regularization
for 3 municipal
environmental
councils

Elaboration and
follow-up of the
implantation of
sanitation plans
for the three
municipalities in the
territory

Effectuation
of the use of
funds generated
by the forestal
assignment
in the three
municipalities in
the territory

• Diagnosis of
enterprises

• Local agreement

• CMMA update

• Elaborated and
promulgated
municipal
sanitation plans

• Green ICMS Law • Methodology
elaboration and
testing

• Training in the
new SEMMAS
licensing system

• Municipal WG

• Counselor training

• Plans for
assigning timber
royalties/ funds

• Training

• Tax Code review

• Deforestation
rate

• FMMA

• Plans for
assigning social
benefit/ A3
indicator

• Work plans

• Technical training

• CAR

• Application
of assignment
funds

• Monitoring
recording

• Review of
regulatory
frameworks on
environmental
management in
the municipalities
• Formalization
of control flows
for the municipal
environmental
governance
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• Accountability
of the fund
application

Riparian
communities
effectively
acting in the
environmental
management of
their territories

FRONT

DETAILING

2020
VISION

ROADMAP
TITLE

E.1

E.2

E.2

Quilombola Institutional
Reinforcement and
Sustainability

Quilombola Territorial
Management

Quilombola Territorial
Management

E.1.1

E.2.1

E.2.2

Institutional Reinforcement
of Quilombola Associations

Life Plan

Quilombola Fund

Institutional reinforcement
and documental and fiscal
regularization for 9 Quilombola
communitarian associations in
the territory

Elaboration and support of the
monitoring of 8 life plans for
the Quilombola communities in
the territory

Structuration of the governance
of the fund for shared
management of resources
coming from economic
activities performed in
Quilombola territories

• Notarial documentation;
Association - 9; registered
statute, updated election
record; documental
verification

• Elaboration of the life plan;
Association/ Territory - 8; life
plan document; documental
verification

• Collaborative design of
the program governance;
Association - 9;
documentation of the fund
planning; documental
verification

• Accounting habilitation;
Association - 9; "issued
federal CND, bank account
without restriction";
documental verification

• Life plan under implantation;
Association/Territory - 8;
records of the processes to
monitor the life plan in the
territories; process record
(report)

• Selection of the fundmanaging institution;
Managing Institution
- 1; collaboration term;
documental verification

• Strategical plan; Association 9; elaborated strategic plan of
the Association; documental
verification

• Formalization of the rules to
use the funds; Association/
Territory - 1; documentation
of the fund planning;
documental verification

• Strategical plan under
implantation; Associação
- 9; records of processes to
monitor the strategical plan
of the Association; process
record (report)

• Fund formalization;
Managing Institution - 1;
documentation of the fund
application for the 9 fund
portfolios; documental
verification
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QUILOMBOLA FUND
Structure
QUILOMBOLA
TERRITORIAL
FUND

Selection contracting

PROJECT-ENFORCING
ORGANIZATIONS,
SERVICE PROVIDERS

MANAGING
INSTITUTION

Expense
ordering

Allocation
Technical
support

Actions at They can hire
communitarian services
service and persons

TERRITORIAL
ASSOCIATION

DELIBERATIVE
COUNCIL
OF THE
TERRITORIAL
FUND

COMMUNITIES
Representatives

Guides decisions

Elaboration
Legend
Financial resources
Elaboration,
orientation,
or decision-taking

LIFE PLAN
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Service provision or
technical support

Steps

Study on the
management
plan and financial
mechanisms,
comparative analysis
of the existing funds

January to April:
Meetings to present the
Quilombola life plan and fund.
Definition of the governance
model together with the
communities

December and
January:
Presentation of the
institutions to the
leaders

May to July:
Meetings and previous
consent signing in the
territories

March:
Choice of the
managing institution
by the communities FUNTEC

July to November:
Negotiations with 3 possible
managing institutions: Sitawi,
Funbio, and Funtec

2016

2018
2017

Next steps
Device implantation
and community
formation

2

nd

Semester
2018

Quilombola fund working
with pilot projects
supported by USAID

Meeting between FUNTEC
and communities to
elaborate the handbook for
the Quilombola fund
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TESTIMONIES
In Faro, the Director Plan
was reviewed together with
the Programa Territórios
Sustentáveis, in an easy
process. If PTS had not
participated, we would have
difficulty in starting.
Gilson da Costa
Guimarães
Secretary of Urbanism and
Environment of Faro

In my opinion, PTS had prime significance,
as its knowledge collaborated to develop the
municipality. Furthermore, by its youth, it
provided a dialogue on relevant subjects,
improving the municipal public life. The greatest
positive impact PTS has caused was aiding in the
work on the municipal Director Plan, which has
even been implemented. Now, it is already being
spread in the Municipal City Council group.
Antônio Lourenço
Municipal City Council of Terra Santa

For us, the Quilombolas, the projects and the program that
enables to contribute for our development and knowledge
have prime significance for our development in the
society. The internship program enables us to obtain more
knowledge and practical experiences, besides showing the
reality of the Quilombolas, and then better understanding
their territories, culture, and, mainly, everyday routine.
Therefore, it is very important to use the opportunities for
growth and development provided during the internship
program, as they provide a new view for the Quilombola
communities, which now know which are their rights,
duties, needs, and commitment with society. With such
information, they can help youngsters that need to study,
providing a more deserving life for their families.
Gabriela Cardoso Almeida
Intern in ARQMO
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In my opinion, PTS is a right hand that is
always there, supporting us and providing
ideas and new knowledge that can help us a
lot to build a better life in the future. For me,
this is a huge privilege as, by PTS, we already
perform wonderful works, such as ODK and
Google Earth. All such works were excellent
experiences, which can consequently benefit
use in some way. Therefore, I would like to
thank all the involved persons and to say that
I am verily thankful by having PTS by our side
in this fight in search of a better future!
Caroline Colé
Young participant in the initiatives
with technology

We could know the associations and leaders and
then learn more about what is the functions
of each of them. Furthermore, the courses
will benefit many people, as we can take their
content to our everyday routine. By the Pastoral
Counseling, we might help other youngsters with
such knowledge. We might publicize our actions
and sign partnerships with the associations to
help us in the publicity.
By PTS, we had access to a series of
communication workshops where we could use
many things from. We were able to learn how
to elaborate a plot and a good video, and we will
take such information and bring to our everyday
routine and to the Youth Pastoral Counseling.
Jônia e Egner
Youth Pastoral Counseling
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Talk to us
Office:
SANTARÉM
Avenida São Sebastião, 580 – salas 101 e 103 District: Santa Clara
Phone (Santarém office): (93) 3522-4576
Email: contato@territorios-sustentaveis.org
Website: http://www.territoriossustentaveis.org.br
@TerritoriosSustentaveis

RL|2

www.rl2design.com.br

/ProgramaTerritoriosSustntaveis

EXECUTORS

Oriximiná
Prefecture

Faro
Prefecture

Terra Santa
Prefecture

www.territoriossustentaveis.org.br
DOWNLOAD OUR APP

